
FADE IN:

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - DAY

CORAN, age unknown but looks 70, looks at the six sets of 
computer monitors in front of him. Beginning to the one to 
the far left, he looks at each monitor.

Each monitor display the same scene. Planet Doom fighter 
ships circling Planet Arus.

Coran leans into the microphone.

CORAN
Wait on my command.

EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - CONTINUOUS

Gun turrets protrude outwards away from the Castle. They are 
pointing skyward.

Soldiers are positioned behind the turrets, sweating.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS

Coran stares intently at the monitor in front of him.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SPACE

KEITH
Allura.

ALLURA, 27, a Native American, Hispanic mix, sits up from off 
of the floor. She stretches and then walks up behind KEITH 
KOGANE’s, 29, chair.

ALLURA
Are those ... ships?

KEITH
Yes it is.

ALLURA
What did we fly into?

Both Keith and Allura look through the monitor on the 
instrument panel. There are ships hovering over Planet Arus, 
which resembles Earth.



LANCE (V.O.)
Is that our welcoming committee?

HUNK (V.O.)
I prefer a red carpet.

The monitor on the instrument panel zooms in revealing 
engaged weapons. 

KEITH
Arm yourselves.

EXT. SPACE

Simultaneously guns flip out of the bodies of a black, a 
blue, a yellow, a green and a red lion. 

The five lions barrel down onto the ships.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

PIDGE (V.O.)
I think they’re about to attack 
that planet.

EXT. SPACE

The five lions separate. All five lions fly closer to the 
armed fleet.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

LANCE (V.O.)
I’m going in. Cover me.

EXT. SPACE - CONTINUOUS

The red lion blasts forward. It drills into the ship closes 
to it exploding it on contact.

The four lions behind it open fire.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS

MALE VOICE (V.O.)
What was that Commander Coran?
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CORAN
It’s the lions. They got my 
message. They’ve returned.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

Allura drops to the floor. She begins holding onto a railing.

EXT. SPACE - CONTINUOUS

Red lion takes a sharp right and takes out a second ship as 
it ascends.

The yellow lion shoots down two ships in rapid succession.

The green lion clamps down on a ship with its jaws, spins and 
sends the ship into two others blowing them up on impact.

The black lion hangs back, shooting ships.

Several ships retreat into deeper space.

The five lions descend towards Planet Arus.

EXT. SKIES OVER PLANET ARUS - DAY

Red, black, blue, yellow and green lion break through the 
clouds. The five lions fly above lush green trees, full farm 
lands and crystal waters in lakes and oceans.

INT. BLUE LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

SVEN HOLGERSSON, 27, Norwegian, stares into the instrument 
panel’s monitor.

SVEN
It’s a paradise.

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

HUNK GARETT, 27, American, looks into the instrument panel’s 
monitor.

HUNK
I thought Earth was the only planet 
like this?
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INT. GREEN LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

DARRELL “PIDGE” STOKER, 20, Australian, stares into the 
instrument panel’s monitor.

PIDGE
There are infinite number of 
galaxies in the universe, many 
we’ve only dreamed about reaching. 
There is no way we’ve ever would 
have imagined to find another 
planet like ours. But here it is.

Pidge’s smile widens.

EXT. SKIES OVER PLANET ARUS - SAME

The five lions fly over a city.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

LANCE (V.O.)
Keith?

KEITH
Yes Lance.

LANCE (V.O.)
Have you noticed we aren’t 
controlling the lions anymore?

Keith, whose hands are still gripped around the control 
stick, tries to jiggle it. The control stick does not move.

Keith lets go and watches the control stick very smoothly and 
very slowly move from side to side.

HUNK (V.O.)
What’s going on?

KEITH
I don’t know Hunk.

Keith turns to look at Allura. Allura is staring forward out 
of the lion’s window.

Keith turns back forward.
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EXT. PLANET ARUS COUNTRYSIDE - SAME

The five lions continue their flight. The lions ascend lower 
to the ground.

In the foreground is the spires of the Castle of Lions.

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

HUNK
Is that ... is that a castle?

EXT. PLANET ARUS COUNTRYSIDE - SAME

The lions stretch their legs out. They land on the open 
terrain and begin trotting towards the castle.

Twenty yards away from the

CASTLE OF LIONS

the five lions stop. They all sit down and lower their heads. 
Their mouths open.

EXT. BLACK LION - CONTINUOUS

Keith and Allura walk out of the lion’s mouth.

EXT. GREEN LION - CONTINUOUS

Pidge walks out of the lion’s mouth.

EXT. RED LION - CONTINUOUS

LANCE McCLAIN, 28, American, walks out of the lion’s mouth.

EXT. YELLOW LION - CONTINUOUS

Hunk walks out of the lion’s mouth.

EXT. BLUE LION - CONTINUOUS

Sven walks out of the lion’s mouth.
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EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - SAME

From the castle doors Coran approaches.

All five lions stand. The five lions bow their heads.

Keith, Allura, Lance, Pidge, Sven and Hunk look from their 
lion to one another.

CORAN
You all must be the new lion 
pilots.

KEITH
You’re the one who spoke to me 
through the communications system.

Coran stops in front of Keith.

CORAN
I am. The pilot of the black lion. 
You are?

KEITH
Keith Kogane. Commander and pilot 
of the black lion.

Keith and Coran shake hands.

Coran looks at Allura for a long time.

ALLURA
I’m Allura.

Coran blinks.

CORAN
Allura.

LANCE
Lance McClain. Red lion pilot.

Coran stares at Allura for a moment longer before moving on 
to Lance.

Coran and Lance shake hands.

HUNK
Hunk Garett. Pilot of the yellow 
lion.

Coran and Hunk shake hands.

Coran steps to Pidge and raises his eyebrows.
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PIDGE
Darrell Stoker. Everyone calls me 
Pidge. Green lion.

CORAN
You don’t speak like the others.

PIDGE
They’re American. I’m from 
Australia.

CORAN
America? Australia?

Coran nods his head.

CORAN (CONT’D)
You’re smaller than the other too. 
Is that because you’re an 
Australia?

PIDGE
That’s Australian and no sir. 
That’s just my stature.

HUNK
(overlapping)

And because he’s just a kid.

CORAN
A kid?

PIDGE
I’m twenty years old.

Pidge shrugs.

CORAN
Oh.

Coran looks over at Sven.

SVEN

Sven Holgersson. I’m Norwegian.

Coran stares at Sven and then shakes his hand.

CORAN
All of you are pilots?

Coran begins walking back the line.
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KEITH
Yes, well except for Allura. We’re 
military. Air Force.

Coran nods his head.

Behind them and in front of Coran, the lions leap into the 
air. Suddenly, they zip off into different directions.

Lance, Keith, Allura, Pidge, Sven and Hunk watch the five 
lions leave.

HUNK
What’s going on?

CORAN
They’re home. They’re returning to 
their dens.

Keith, Lance, Allura, Pidge, Hunk and Sven turn back to 
Coran. Coran is looking up at the sky squinting against the 
sun.

Coran looks back at them.

CORAN (CONT’D)
I’m Coran. I’m the keeper of the 
castle and commander of its defense 
unit.

ALLURA
What is this place?

CORAN
This is Arus.

Coran turns around and extends his arms.

CORAN (CONT’D)
This is the Castle of Lions.

Coran turns back to Keith, Allura, Lance, Hunk, Sven and 
Pidge.

CORAN (CONT’D)
Welcome to your new home.

Coran begins walking towards the castle’s entrance.

Pidge, Sven, Hunk, Lance, Keith and Allura look amongst 
themselves. Allura begins walking first.

Everyone else begins to follow.
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INT. CASTLE OF LIONS FOYER - CONTINUOUS

The door behind them draws up.

Coran keeps walking. Pidge, Keith, Lance, Sven, Hunk and 
Allura stop and look around the room.

Allura walks toward two pedestals where golden flower pots 
sit.

ALLURA
This is Aztec influenced.

Coran stops. He turns around and walks back towards where 
Allura is standing.

CORAN
Those were inspirations of our 
first queen.

LANCE
Queen? You all still practice a 
monarchy?

Coran looks at Lance.

CORAN
Don’t you?

PIDGE
In a sense but it’s more democratic 
and less diplomacy.

SVEN
So there’s an actual queen who 
lives here?

CORAN
Princess actually. Romelle. 
Princess Romelle.

HUNK
Is she here?

CORAN
No. We sent her away to a secret 
bunker when we were threatened.

LANCE
Different planet. Same shtick.

CORAN
Excuse me?
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KEITH
The leader of Earth, the president, 
goes into hiding as well when the 
planet is facing danger.

LANCE
So does everyone else in the 
government.

Coran nods his head in understanding.

PIDGE
Are we gonna meet her?

CORAN
Soon. We’ve already sent word that 
there is no longer a threat so her 
royal guards are on their way to 
pick her up.

Coran points further into the castle.

CORAN (CONT’D)
Follow me.

Coran leads Keith, Allura, Sven, Lance, Hunk and Pidge pass a 
set of closed doors and up to a set of stairs.

On the

SECOND FLOOR

is a hallway lined with rooms. Coran opens a set of double 
doors into a 

SUITE

CORAN
These are your rooms. Because 
you’re the lion pilots, you have 
special privilege here which 
include your own private suite.

HUNK
Sweet.

Hunk looks around the hall.

HUNK (CONT’D)
I call that one. 
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Hunk begins walking to the second door on the left side of 
the hall.

Keith looks at the first door to his right.

KEITH
I guess this one’s mine.

Allura gets the room across from Keith, to Hunk’s right. 
Lance takes the room beside Keith and Pidge and Sven takes 
the rooms farthest down the hall.

CORAN
We will prepare a welcome dinner 
for you all tonight. I’ll have 
someone to send for you.

Coran turns to leave.

ALLURA
What about clothes?

CORAN
One of the amenities is clothing.

Coran looks at Hunk.

CORAN (CONT’D)
We’ll need to re-size the ones for 
you.

Sven, Pidge and Hunk laugh.

HUNK
Shut up.

Coran looks over at Allura.

CORAN
We’ll have to go into Princess 
Romelle’s attire for you.

ALLURA
No. You can’t do that.

CORAN
Nonsense.

Coran leaves.

Keith, Allura, Hunk, Pidge Lance and Sven look at one 
another. They all open their room doors and go inside.
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INT. KEITH’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

There is a KNOCK at the door. Keith, dressed in royal garbs, 
answers. There is a castle TRUSTEE standing beyond the door. 

TRUSTEE
I’m here to escort you to dinner.

Keith steps out into the

SUITE HALLWAY

and closes the door behind him. 

There is a trustee at every room and Allura, Lance, Pidge, 
Hunk and Sven are standing alongside of them.

The trustees lead Keith, Allura, Hunk, Lance, Pidge and Sven 
down the stairs and into the 

DINNING ROOM

where the kitchen staff is sitting palates of food down on 
the dinning table.

Keith, Lance and Allura sits side by side while Sven, Hunk 
and Pidge sit across from them.

Coran walks in from the opposite side of the room.

CORAN
Did you rest well? You all had to 
be a little tired from the trip and 
battle.

ALLURA
Yes. Thank you.

Coran nods his head. He stares across the room.

Allura, Pidge, Keith, Lance, Hunk and Sven turn. ROMELLE, 23, 
appears from out of a darken room.

CORAN
Princess Romelle.

Coran bows.

Keith, Lance, Pidge, Sven, Hunk and Allura all stand. They 
bow.

Romelle looks at the guests and smiles.
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ROMELLE
You all may be seated.

Everyone at the table sits down.

Coran immediately stands up again.

CORAN
Princess Romelle. These five 
gentlemen here are the new lion 
pilots.

ROMELLE
Yes. I was told that they were 
returned home.

Romelle looks directly at Allura. Romelle’s eyes widen.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
Are you a pilot too?

ALLURA
No Princess ...

ROMELLE
(overlapping)

Romelle please.

ALLURA
Princess ... Romelle. No. I’m not a 
pilot but they are my family.

ROMELLE
Family?

ALLURA
Yes.

Allura looks around the table at Keith, Lance, Pidge, Hunk 
and Sven.

ALLURA (CONT’D)
We’re family.

HUNK
Allura is a princess like yourself 
you know.

Keith shakes his head.

Lance slaps his forehead.

Pidge and Sven lower their heads.
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HUNK (CONT’D)
She is.

ALLURA
(overlapping)

Was. I was a princess.

ROMELLE
How can you use to be a princess?

ALLURA
It’s complicated. Earth can be a 
complicated and complex place to 
live.

Romelle stares at Allura for a long time.

ROMELLE
Why don’t we begin our dinner huh?

Romelle motions to the castle aides. They begin serving the 
meal.

EXT. SPACE

Ships from the attack fleet appear. They descend towards 

PLANET DOOM

flying deeper into the planet.

The fleet attack ships circle 

CASTLE DOOM

and lowers into a bunker that extends eastward away from the 
castle.

INT. BUNKER - CONTINUOUS

The fleet attack ships land among hundreds of other attack 
ships.

INT. CASTLE DOOM THRONE ROOM - NIGHT

PRINCE LOTOR, mid-20s, walks the long hallway approaching the 
high back throne.
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LOTOR
Father.

KING ZARKON, age unknown, looks up from the book he’s reading 
and stares down at Lotor.

LOTOR (CONT’D)
Father. The attack fleet returned.

ZARKON
And Arus?

Lotor and Zarkon stare at one another silently.

LOTOR
Only a number of attack ships 
returned. Report is they were 
incapacitated before they were able 
to attack Arus.

ZARKON
They were sneaked attacked by Arus?

LOTOR
They were caught off guard yes. By 
... lions.

Lotor stares directly into Zarkon’s eyes.

Zarkon’s eyes flash.

ZARKON
Voltron? Are you telling me that 
Voltron is back?

LOTOR
So it appears.

Zarkon tosses the book at Lotor.

Lotor side steps the book.

Zarkon screams.

INT. LOTOR’S SLEEPING QUARTERS - NIGHT

Lotor walks in and removes his attire. Standing in the mirror 
bare chested, Lotor examines his body.

Lotor turns around. There are three women laying in the bed 
naked. Lotor lays in the bed with them.
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LATER

COBA, a cat, leaps up on the bed. Its tail brushes across one 
of the WOMEN’s arm.

The woman screams.

Lotor wakes up and sees Coba walking across the bed.

LOTOR
Damn woman. It’s just a cat.

Coba MEOWS.

Lotor gets out of bed. He puts clothes on, picks up Coba and 
walks out of the

SLEEPING QUARTERS

and into the  

HALLWAY

down to the elevator. Lotor presses the call button. The 
elevator door opens.

Lotor is petting Coba as he steps into the elevator.

INT. HAGGAR’S CHAMBER - CONTINUOUS

The elevator door opens.

Lotor walks deeper inside where a cauldron is sitting in the 
middle of the room. There are small vials of potions sitting 
across shelves circling the room.

On the opposite side of the room is a door that is slightly 
ajar.

LOTOR
Haggar.

HAGGAR, mid-90s with thick white hair and slightly hunched 
over, saunters out from behind the door.

Coba leaps out of Lotor’s arms. It trots over to Haggar.

Haggar picks it up.

LOTOR (CONT’D)
She scared one of my skirts.
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Haggar strokes Coba.

HAGGAR
Coba probably should have bitten 
her.

Lotor smiles.

LOTOR
Have you heard?

HAGGAR
About Voltron? Your father has a 
way of letting his disgust be 
known.

Haggar walks into her

SLEEPING QUARTERS

where Lotor follows.

Haggar sits Coba down on the floor. She sits on the bed.

Lotor grabs the chair sitting behind a trestle cluttered with 
laboratory equipment and sits down in front of Haggar.

HAGGAR
Voltron vanished from Arus a 
millennia ago.

FLASHBACK MONTAGE - VOLTRON LEAVES ARUS

-- Zarkon is standing in front of MAJOR ZEPPO as they speak 
MOS.

HAGGAR
Zarkon sent Major Zeppo on a 
mission to seek out and pilfer 
another inhabitable planet.

-- A fleet of ships are flying through space.

HAGGAR (CONT’D)
We believed that the lions were 
sent to stop the fleet.

-- The five lions are flying through space.
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BACK TO SCENE

HAGGAR
We never heard from Zeppo or the 
lions again.

Coba jumps up onto the bed.

Haggar pets it.

HAGGAR (CONT’D)
Your father concluded that both 
Zeppo and Voltron were lost in 
space or destroyed each other in 
the process which sparked him 
wanting to attack Arus again.

Coba curls up on the bed against Haggar’s leg.

Haggar begins to chuckle.

HAGGAR (CONT’D)
Zarkon will kill himself trying to 
rid of Voltron.

LOTOR
Voltron is just a machine. Blow it 
up.

Haggar closes her eyes.

HAGGAR
Voltron was sentient and he died 
once.

QUICK FLASHBACK

Voltron explodes splitting apart.

BACK TO SCENE

HAGGAR
Arus scientist sacrificed five 
lions to turn into robots to use as 
Voltron.

Lotor stands up and replaces the chair back underneath the 
tressle.
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LOTOR
If my father can’t eradicate five 
mechanical cats, why’s he still on 
the throne?

Lotor and Haggar stare at one another.

Haggar strokes Coba.

Lotor exits the room.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS - DAY

Keith walks down the stairs. Bright light is illuminating the 
entire lower level from the opened door.

Keith walks outside.

EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - CONTINUOUS

Allura is standing alone looking out over the horizon.

ALLURA
It’s beautiful.

Keith stops alongside of Allura and stares.

KEITH
It is.

ALLURA
What type of place is this? I mean, 
it looks and feels like home but 
...

Allura inhales.

ALLURA (CONT’D)
... It smells like utopia.

KEITH
No pollution.

ALLURA
Exactly.

Allura and Keith stand in silence for awhile.

ROMELLE (O.S.)
You should see the sunrise.
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Keith and Allura turn around. Romelle is standing behind 
them.

Allura smiles.

ALLURA
Maybe I’ll do that.

ROMELLE
Breakfast is being served. Hunk is 
already at the table.

Romelle smiles.

Keith and Allura look at one another. Keith begins laughing.

KEITH
We haven’t been here that long yet 
and Hunk is already showing out.

ROMELLE
I’m glad to see everyone is 
comfortable.

Keith and Allura start to head towards the castle.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
Allura. May we speak for a moment?

Both Allura and Keith turn to look at Romelle. Allura looks 
at Keith and signals with her head for him to go on.

Allura steps towards Romelle. Keith continues walking in the 
background.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
Tell me about Sven.

ALLURA
Sven?

Romelle nods her head.

QUICK FLASHBACK

Sitting at the table, Romelle and Sven make eye contact.
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BACK TO SCENE

ALLURA
He’s quiet. He stays to himself a 
lot. But he’s such a sweetheart. 
Sven caught your attention?

Romelle blushes.

ROMELLE
I think he’s cute.

ALLURA
You’re a princess. Surely on this 
gorgeous planet there is someone 
you’re interested in making a king. 
Men wooing you all over the place.

Romelle laughs.

ROMELLE
Royalty comes with a price some 
times. You are a princess aren’t 
you? Don’t you understand?

Allura stares out into the horizon.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
Allura. Are you okay?

Allura looks over at Romelle.

ALLURA
And sometimes, the price is steep.

INT. OUTDOOR ARENA - NIGHT

Two ragged MEN are being escorted through a tunnel by guards. 
The two men exit the tunnel. In front of them is a

RING

which is encircled by bleachers full of Drule soldiers.

SUITE BOX

Zarkon appears from out of the shadows. He sits down on a 
makeshift throne.
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RING

The two men enter. They stand on opposite sides of one 
another.

The soldiers leave them in the ring alone.

Chants begin from the spectators.

The two men stare at one another. Neither moves.

A soldier behind each combatant is holding cattle prods. The 
soldiers poke the two men, electrocuting them.

The two men begin walking towards each other.

The combatants face-off. Chants from the spectators become 
louder.

The two men grapple.

The spectators in the bleachers ROAR as MAN #1 scoops up his 
opponent and slam him down into the dirt. MAN #1 immediately 
begins kicking his opponent rapidly.

MAN #2 rolls over, grabs MAN #1’s foot and continues to roll. 
MAN #2 rolls MAN #1’s ankle underneath his body. MAN #1 
screams.

MAN #2 flips him.

MAN #2 pins down MAN #1, grabs his head and begins pounding 
it against the ground continuously. 

MAN #1 reaches up for the eyes but MAN #2 tilts his head back 
to keep from being gouged.

MAN #2 slams the head down two more times and then lands a 
hook.

MAN #2 falls back. MAN #1 lies dead in his own blood coming 
out of the back of his head.

The soldiers come in and remove both combatants. Soldiers 
drag MAN #1 out by his arms.

SUITE BOX

Zarkon stands up from off his throne. He turns to DRULE GUARD 
#1 next to him.
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ZARKON
Prepare him for the transformation. 
And make sure Haggar knows she has 
another subject.

DRULE GUARD #1
Yes sir.

Guard #1 disappears into the shadows.

Zarkon stands watching over the arena.

INT. CASTLE DOOM BASEMENT - NIGHT

Three guards bring MAN #2 in. They strips him down to his 
underway and puts a mask on him.

The guards lift MAN #2 into a liquid filled, man-sized tank.

Haggar slowly walks in. The guards walk out.

As Haggar approaches the tank, she reaches into the front 
pocket of her cloak.

MAN #2 watches from inside the tank.

Haggar pulls out a vile with liquid inside. She then pulls 
out a syringe with a long, thick needle.

MAN #2’s eyes widen at the sight of the needle.

Haggar pours the contents of the vile into the tank. The 
liquid begins to boil inside.

MAN #2 begins thrashing.

Haggar reaches into the tank and grabs the man by his arm. 
She pulls him up and sticks the needle into his arm. Haggar 
let him drop back into the tank.

MAN #2 thrashing increases before stopping. He sinks to the 
bottom of the tank.

Haggar walks to the nearby wall and presses a button on an 
intercom.

HAGGAR
He’s ready.

Haggar shuffles away from the tank.

Behind Haggar, MAN #2 floats motionless in the tank.
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EXT. CASTLE DOOM - SPACE

A coffin is being lifted upwards by rockets on its underbelly 
from out of the hanger. The coffin begins getting propelled 
forward.

SPACE

The coffin flies towards Arus.

INT. SVEN’S ROOM - DAY

Sven is putting together a model of the Parliament of Norway 
Building from some matchsticks. There is a KNOCK at his door.

Sven gets up from his chair and opens the door. Romelle is 
standing on the other side.

SVEN
Princess Romelle.

Romelle smiles.

ROMELLE
Please just Romelle.

Sven bows.

SVEN
I’m sorry your highness.

Romelle laughs. Sven rises and blushes.

ROMELLE
Was I disturbing anything?

SVEN
No. I was making a model.

ROMELLE
May I see it?

Sven steps to the side. Romelle walks deeper into his room. 
She stares at the picture of the Parliament building.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
That’s a nice building.

Romelle reaches up and touches the photograph.
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SVEN
It’s in the capital city of Oslo 
from my home country. It’s my way 
of staying in touch.

Romelle looks at the model which is just at his foundation.

ROMELLE
It must be hard to be in a strange 
land. You and Pidge must have it 
worse. You two being the only non-
Americans.

SVEN
I don’t think we’ve thought about 
it much. I mean, we came together 
as one to fight off the Drules as 
we promised to do when we joined 
the military. We’re brothers now 
thanks to Voltron.

ROMELLE
Do you miss Norway? Do you miss 
Earth?

Sven shrugs.

SVEN
I think Arus reminds us enough to 
keep us from being homesick.

Romelle snaps her fingers.

ROMELLE
You all haven’t left the castle 
since you’ve been here. I’m going 
to take you to see the countryside.

Romelle reaches out and grabs Sven’s hand. Sven looks down at 
her hand wrapped around his before looking up into her eyes.

Romelle begins pulling Sven forward.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
Our land is beautiful. You all 
should experience that.

SUITE HALLWAY

Romelle pulls Sven behind her as they walk towards the door.
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SECOND FLOOR HALLWAY

A CASTLE GUARD #1 turns to look at Romelle and Sven.

ROMELLE
Prepare the helicopter and gather 
the others. We’re going out.

CASTLE GUARD #1
Yes your highness.

EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - DAY

A helicopter rises from the rear.

INT. HELICOPTER - CONTINUOUS

Below and slightly to the right of the castle is a lion 
statue.

EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - CONTINUOUS

The helicopter flies away.

INT. HELICOPTER - SAME

Below farmland zips by. Farmers are out in the fields with 
tractors plowing the land.

Below are cottages and people are traveling by horse and 
buggy.

ROMELLE
The people here live a simple life.

LANCE
They remind me of the Amish.

ROMELLE
Who?

PIDGE
They’re kinda like a religious 
sect. They reject things that could 
make them prideful or arrogant.

Romelle shakes her head.
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ROMELLE
The people of Arus who farm are 
just like that.

Below, high rises appear.

EXT. METROPOLIS

People are riding bicycles. Cars are driving alone streets.

The helicopter is flying overhead.

INT. HELICOPTER - SAME

ALLURA
It’s like two different worlds.

ROMELLE
It is.

KEITH
If there are cars here, how come 
there isn’t air pollution?

ROMELLE
We run everything by electricity. 
Those are electric cars.

HUNK
Where are you getting the 
electricity from?

ROMELLE
The castle. There is a network of 
underground systems running from 
the castle straight into the city.

PIDGE
And the farmers don’t interrupt 
that?

ROMELLE
We bypass the countryside.

Keith, Lance, Pidge, Sven, Hunk and Allura stare at Romelle.

ARUS SKY

The helicopter circles back.
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EXT. ARUS COUNTRYSIDE - DAY

The coffin lands. In the background, spires from the Castle 
of Lions can be seen in the distance.

The lid unlatches. The lid falls off.

A hand grabs the side of the coffin. A robeast pulls itself 
up out of it. It stands on the terrain.

The robeast begins walking in the direction of the Castle.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS HELIPAD - SAME

An alarm is BLARING.

Coran meets Lance, Keith, Allura, Pidge, Hunk, Sven and 
Romelle as they get off the helicopter.

CORAN
A robeast has been spotted in the 
west. It’s heading this way.

LANCE
We have to get to the lions.

CORAN
Yes of course.

In a light jog, Coran leads the group through the

CASTLE OF LIONS

to a set of metal doors. Across the middle is the Arusian
seal.

The doors part.

CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER

Keith, Lance, Allura, Pidge, Hunk and Sven stops and looks 
around.

Coran sits down in front of the monitors. He types on a 
keyboard. The robeast appears on a monitor to Coran’s left.

On the monitor: the robeast is in a full sprint.

HUNK
It looks as if its in a hurry.
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KEITH
How do we get to the lions?

Coran points to his right. There are five doors in a 
semicircle against the wall. Above each one is a 
corresponding color of the lion.

Keith, Lance, Hunk, Sven and Pidge run to their respective 
doors.

CHUTE

There is a pulley attached to a zip line.

Keith grabs hold to the pulley. He is propelled downward into 
a cabin seat. Enclosed, the seat is thrust forward.

Keith travels through darkness before slowing to a stop. The 
seat is shot forward into a dimly lit 

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT

where the seat slides forward and locks into place.

Keith inserts the key. The cockpit fully brightens.

INT. CAVE - CONTINUOUS

The yellow lion’s eyes light up. It stands up.

EXT. CAVE - SAME

The yellow lion runs out into the desert.

EXT. OCEAN - SAME

The blue lion flies out.

FOREST - SAME

The green lion is running.

VOLCANO - SAME

The red lion flies from out of the vent.
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EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - SAME

The black lion leaps off a stone column from the right side.

COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

Black, blue, yellow, red and green lions land in unison. They 
are all running.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - SAME

Coran and Romelle are looking at the monitors.

ROMELLE
We’ll get to see how good these 
Earth pilots are.

COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

The robeast sees the five lions approaching. It begins to run 
faster.

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - SAME

HUNK
It’s not slowing down.

INT. RED LION COCKPIT - SAME

LANCE
That’s its loss.

COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

All five lions leap into the air simultaneously and pounce on 
top of the robeast pinning it to the ground.

The black lion, standing on the robeast’s chest, is trying to 
bite the robeast’s face. The robeast moves its head from side 
to side to avoid getting its face chewed.

The red and green lions gnaws away at the robeast’s arms.

Yellow and blue lions metallic jaws are clamped down on the 
robeast’s legs.
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The robeast begin rolling across the terrain, shedding the 
lions. The robeast stands up, grabs black lion by its neck 
and throws it.

Black lion crashes into green and both tumble backwards.

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - SAME

HUNK
Are you alright?

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
It wasn’t nothing.

COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

Black and green lions stand up.

Blue, red and yellow lions trot over beside black and green 
lions.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
Let’s form Voltron.

COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

All five lions leap into the

SKY

where an electromagnetic energy draws the lions into 
formation automatically.

Connected by a web of electromagnetic waves, the lions fly 
into a triangle with the black lion at the top, followed by 
red lion to the right and green lion to the left.

The blue lion is at the bottom right and the yellow lion are 
at bottom left.

The blue, red, yellow and green lions draw their legs into 
their bodies. The black lion’s forelegs rotates to its back 
while its hind legs dangle.
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The muzzles of both the blue and yellow lions bend outwards. 
They slide onto the dangling legs of black lion forming feet 
and legs.

The electromagnetic pull draws the red and green lions into 
slots left by the black lion’s forelegs to form arms and 
body.

Voltron’s head appears from the mouth of the black lion.

COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

The robeast is sprinting towards the Castle of Lions.

Voltron flies down and tackles the robeast. Both go tumbling 
off parallel to the castle.

Voltron and the robeast roll until it’s the robeast that is 
on top straddling Voltron.

The robeast grabs Voltron’s head and begins slamming it 
against the ground.

Voltron clamps down on the robeast’s wrist and forces its 
arms upward. Voltron draws its legs in, gets them into the 
robeast’s stomach and body slams it over its head.

Both Voltron and the robeast scramble to their feet. They 
stare eye to eye.

INT. BLUE LION COCKPIT - SAME

SVEN
What’s he waiting for?

INT. RED LION COCKPIT - SAME

LANCE
For us to make the first move 
obviously.

COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

The robeast charges.

Voltron holds up its arms in a defensive position.

The robeast begins punching Voltron connecting with a hook to 
Voltron’s ribs. Voltron pivots its torso.
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Voltron lifts its hands up and releases sparks from the heads 
of the red and green lions. The sparks go into the robeast’s
eyes.

The robeast steps back and shields its eyes.

Voltron claps its hands together causing an electromagnetic 
charge. 

Voltron’s hands come away from each other, a sword forms from 
the electromagnetic energy solidifying in Voltron’s right 
hand.

The robeast gathers itself. It looks at Voltron just as 
Voltron raises the sword above its head.

The robeast jumps off of the ground.

Voltron brings the sword down.

The sword slices through the robeast. The robeast, airborne, 
kicks Voltron’s right leg, the blue lion.

Voltron goes parallel. The blue lion explodes from off of the 
black lion’s right hind leg.

The other four lions separate as the robeast explodes in 
front of them sending them backwards.

The blue lion tumbles across the terrain. Small chunks of 
metal flies off of it.

Blue lion eventually rolls to a stop on its side.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
Sven? Sven!

COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

Black lion is the first to arrive at blue lion’s side. The 
other three lions trot up alongside it.

Black lion lays down on the ground and opens its mouth. Keith 
runs out of it.

Red, yellow and green lions lay down next to black lion.

Keith enters
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BLUE LION COCKPIT

crouching to balance himself. The lights are dim. The pilot’s 
chair is empty.

Keith sees Sven lying across the floor in the far back.

KEITH
Sven?

Keith approaches motionless Sven. Blood is running away from 
Sven’s body.

Keith slowly, gently, turns Sven over. Sven coughs up blood 
but opens his eyes when he coughs.

SVEN
Didn’t see that coming.

Sven forces a smile.

KEITH
No we didn’t.

Keith opens the entrance hatch in the lion’s belly. He lifts 
Sven up onto his shoulders and slides out.

COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

Lance, Pidge and Hunk are standing outside of their lions.

Keith exits blue lion. They begin jogging towards him.

Wind from helicopter propellers forces Lance, Pidge and Hunk 
to stop.

The helicopter, with an Arusian crest on its underbelly and 
back wing, touches down between Lance, Hunk and Pidge and 
Keith and Sven.

In the distance, a large flatbed truck approaches.

Coran, Allura and Romelle steps down out of the helicopter. 
Following close behind them are paramedics with a gurney.

Coran steps beside Keith.

CORAN
We watched the fight at the castle. 
I gathered the emergency team as 
quickly as I could.
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ALLURA
How is he?

KEITH
I don’t know but it doesn’t look 
great.

The paramedics reach them and begin administering aid to 
Sven.

Pidge, Hunk and Lance arrive and stand behind Romelle and 
Allura. They all watch as the paramedics work on Sven.

PARAMEDIC
We’re gonna have to get him to the 
hospital.

The paramedics lift Sven up onto the gurney and strap him in. 
They begin heading towards the helicopter.

KEITH
I’m going with him.

Keith begins walking towards the helicopter. Romelle stops 
him.

ROMELLE
No. I will.

KEITH
I can’t allow that princess.

ROMELLE
It’s an order.

Romelle turns and speed walks to the helicopter. One of the 
castle guards lifts her up onto the helicopter.

The helicopter takes off.

CORAN
You take the lions back. I’ll have 
another helicopter waiting at the 
castle for you.

Keith nods his head. He begins walking towards black lion 
when Allura grabs his arm.

ALLURA
I’m coming with you.

Keith and Allura get into the black lion. Pidge, Lance and 
Hunk get inside their respective lions.
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All four lions, squatting low, spring into the air.

INT. ARUSIAN HOSPITAL WAITING ROOM - NIGHT

Lance is standing by the window. He is looking down toward 
the city streets. Headlights and street lights shine below.

Pidge is sitting in a chair at the corner. He is flipping his 
Voltron key between his fingers.

Allura and Keith are sitting beside one another. She is 
laying her head on Keith’s shoulder.

Hunk walks in eating a piece of cake.

HUNK
The cafeteria here has better 
choices than hospitals back home. 
You should see the spread.

Pidge, Keith, Allura and Lance look at Hunk. Hunk shrugs and 
continues eating.

A royal guard steps in followed by Romelle and then another 
guard behind her.

Allura, Keith and Pidge stand up from their chairs. Lance 
walks over from the window.

ROMELLE
Sven has some broken ribs, a 
fractured ankle, a fractured arm 
and suffered some internal 
bleeding.

ALLURA
Can we go in and see him?

ROMELLE
He’s resting. It’s probably best if 
you all come back tomorrow.

LANCE
How about you Romelle?

ROMELLE
I’m staying here at the hospital 
with him. Anything that you need at 
the castle Coran is fully capable 
of taking care of you.

Allura, Keith, Pidge, Hunk and Lance stare at Romelle.
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Romelle, followed by her guards, leave.

HUNK
Well?

KEITH
We just have to do what the 
princess demands.

INT. CASTLE OF DOOM DINING ROOM - NIGHT

A Drule commander approaches Lotor who is sitting at the 
table eating. The commander whispers into Lotor’s ear.

ZARKON’S SLEEPING CHAMBERS - CONTINUOUS

Lotor enters. There are Drule women sitting beside Zarkon 
with fans.

Lotor smirks.

LOTOR
Getting pampered father?

ZARKON
I’m the king. The king is supposed 
to be pampered.

Lotor nods.

LOTOR
I have news from Arus.

Zarkon stares at Lotor. He waves the women away. The women 
disappear behind the throne.

Lotor watch the women leave before proceeding.

LOTOR (CONT’D)
The latest robeast you sent to Arus
had the same demise as the others 
who faced Voltron.

ZARKON
Damn Voltron.

LOTOR
I have more father.

ZARKON
Which is?
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LOTOR
Voltron has been damaged.

Zarkon’s nostrils flare. He begins to smile.

ZARKON
We will attack Arus immediately. 
Gather the fleet. I will soon 
become sovereign ruler over Arus
once and for all.

LOTOR
If you allow me father, I want to 
command this mission.

Zarkon stares at Lotor.

ZARKON
Yes. Yes. We don’t need any more 
fuck ups. Yes you are in charge.

Lotor smiles. He then salutes and bows to Zarkon.

Lotor exits.

INT. SUITE HALLWAY - DAY

Hunk steps out of his room. Across from him, Sven’s bedroom 
door is ajar.

Lance walks out of his bedroom. He and Hunk look at one 
another.

HUNK
Where is everybody?

LANCE
Beats me.

Hunk and Lance exit the suite.

FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY

Lance and Hunk approaches a castle AIDE. 

HUNK
Have you seen our friends?

AIDE
They’re down in the bunker.
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HUNK
Which elevator do we use?

The aide begins walking. Hunk and Lance follows.

The aide takes them to a corner of the castle. An empty shaft 
illuminates darkness into the hall.

The aide presses the call button.

AIDE
It will be up shortly.

LANCE
Thank you.

The aide leaves.

The freight elevator’s platform appears in the shaft and 
stops on floor level.

Lance and Hunk gets on. Lance pulls the lever and the 
platform begins its descent.

INT. BUNKER - CONTINUOUS

Darkness give away into a gigantic warehouse with computers 
and scientists walking here and there and sitting at desks 
behind more computers.

Lance and Hunk steps off of the platform.

Off to their right they see blue lion standing straight on 
all fours with mechanics working on the outer body.

Allura, Keith and Coran are standing at watch.

Allura is the first to see Lance and Hunk approaching.

ALLURA
So you found us?

Lance looks up at blue lion.

LANCE
How bad is it?

CORAN
Not as bad as it could have been. 
It still will take some time for it 
to be fully operational but we made 
out pretty well.
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HUNK
Where is the little guy?

Keith nods his head to their left. Pidge is sitting next to 
some scientists in front of a set of monitors.

KEITH
He’s helping with the diagnostics.

ALLURA
More like learning. Pidge is a 
prodigy.

HUNK
A prodigy isn’t the word. I’ve 
never met a twenty year old as 
brainy as Pidge.

Coran turns and looks over in that direction. Pidge is 
engaged in a conversation with one of the scientist.

CORAN
He’s perfectly suited to be here 
with our scientists.

Allura, Keith, Lance and Hunk stare at Pidge.

CORAN (CONT’D)
Come. Breakfast should be waiting 
for us.

INT. ARUSIAN HOSPITAL BEDROOM - DAY

Sven tries to sit up and scratch his leg. He winces.

ROMELLE (O.S.)
Where does it itch?

Sven looks over to his right. Romelle is standing over him.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
Where does it itch?

SVEN
My right thigh.

Romelle reaches down and scratches his leg.

SVEN (CONT’D)
Thank you.

ROMELLE
You’re welcome.
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Sven eases back down flat on the bed.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
How do you feel?

SVEN
Like I lost a bull fight.

Sven chuckles. Romelle chuckles with him.

SVEN (CONT’D)
Where are the other guys? Are they 
okay?

ROMELLE
I sent them back to the castle 
yesterday and they’re fine.

SVEN
You’ve been here the whole time?

ROMELLE
Yes.

SVEN
Why? You shouldn’t be here with me.

ROMELLE
I can be where ever I want. I’m the 
princess remember? I choose to be 
here with you.

SVEN
What about ruling the planet?

ROMELLE
Coran can handle whatever needs to 
be done.

SVEN
What about rest? Change of clothes?

ROMELLE
I’m the princess. There is a 
private suit here in the hospital 
for me that has all I need.

SVEN
But ...

Romelle puts her finger over Sven’s lips.

ROMELLE
Stop with all of the questions.
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Sven and Romelle stare into each other eyes. Neither one 
speaks.

INT. CASTLE OF DOOM GYMNASIUM - NIGHT

Zarkon walks in. Lotor is sitting on a bench next to a boxing 
ring. 

Lotor is putting on a pair of gloves.

Zarkon looks around the arena.

ZARKON
It’s been awhile since I’ve been in 
here.

LOTOR
Your age isn’t conducive to 
training anymore.

ZARKON
Son, don’t confuse my age for 
weakness.

Lotor laughs.

LOTOR
Excuse me father. I forgot that you 
get your regular doses of Haggar’s 
magic.

Zarkon nose flares.

Lotor uses his teeth to pull up the second glove. He stands 
up.

LOTOR (CONT’D)
Excuse me father.

Lotor walks over to the heavy bag. He punches it a few times.

ZARKON
How about a sparring session?

Lotor looks around. He then looks at Zarkon.

LOTOR
With you?

Zarkon begins removing his robe.
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ZARKON
You think I’m weak? You think I’m 
as pathetic as those minions?

Zarkon picks up a pair of gloves. He begins sliding one on 
his left hand.

Lotor begins laughing.

LOTOR
As you wish my Lord.

Lotor enters the 

RING

as Zarkon teeth on the second glove. Zarkon ducks underneath 
the ropes.

Lotor and Zarkon circle one another. They both step up to one 
another and begin throwing punches.

After exchanging jabs, Lotor and Zarkon step away from one 
another.

Lotor smiles.

LOTOR
You have some sting to be as old as 
you are.

Lotor and Zarkon exchange punches. Zarkon connects with an 
overhand left sending Lotor back.

Lotor stares at Zarkon. Zarkon smiles.

ZARKON
You’re right son. Haggar’s magic 
has been a miracle worker. Thanks 
to her magic, I was able to attract 
your mother even at my advanced 
age.

QUICK FLASHBACK

Zarkon rises out of a tank filled with liquid. Age lines 
disappear.
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BACK TO SCENE

ZARKON
Your mother was beautiful but she 
crushed my heart. Something about 
Arus women has chaff my ass every 
since.

QUICK FLASHES - ZARKON IN LOVE

-- A younger Zarkon is laying in bed. A brunette woman is 
straddling him smiling.

-- The brunette is holding a baby in a hospital room. A young 
Zarkon is leaning over the baby smiling.

-- The brunette woman and young Zarkon screams silently at 
one another. Young Zarkon throws an object at her.

-- Young Zarkon is on a Drule transport ship. The baby boy in 
a pod beside him.

BACK TO SCENE

LOTOR
I’m sure mother had a reason to 
leave.

Zarkon stares at Lotor.

ZARKON
She could have been queen of this 
empire.

LOTOR
And I’m sure you wanted to be ruler 
of Arus.

ZARKON
We will be rulers of Arus
regardless of any skank.

Lotor connects with a right uppercut before landing a left 
hook. Zarkon hits the canvas.

LOTOR
Excuse me Lord. I have an invasion 
to attend to.

Lotor steps over Zarkon. He exits the ring.
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GYMNASIUM

Lotor yanks the left boxing glove off of his left hand with 
his teeth. He then snatches off his right glove and drops 
them to the floor.

Lotor exits.

RING

Zarkon sits up on the mat. He watches Lotor leaves.

INT. CASTLE OF DOOM HANGER - NIGHT

An army of Drule soldiers are standing in line by the 
hundreds. They are facing the mother ship and the fleet of 
attack ships lined beside it.

Lotor emerges from within the castle.

All the soldiers stand at attention.

Lotor walks to the front of the mother ship and faces the 
soldiers.

LOTOR
Where King Zarkon has failed, we 
will not repeat in his many 
failures. We are about to embark on 
a mission. A successful mission to 
add another planet to our empire. 
To make our empire the most 
powerful one in the universe. We 
will capture Planet Arus.

The Drule soldiers do not cheer. They watch Lotor walk up the 
entrance into the mother ship.

In unison, the soldiers begin to file into the fleet ships.

EXT. SPACE

A fleet of hundreds fly behind the mother ship.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS GRAND BALLROOM - DAY

Coran walks in and sees Allura standing in front of a 
portrait of Queen ARIELLA, an older looking Allura.

Allura looks over her right shoulder as Coran approaches.
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ALLURA
There is something about her that I 
just can’t put my finger on. It’s 
as if I know her. Like she and I 
have a bond.

Coran looks at the portrait of Ariella and then back at 
Allura.

CORAN
That is Queen Ariella. She was our 
first Queen of Arus. She was the 
one who built this castle. She had 
it built for the lions.

ALLURA
You mean for Voltron?

CORAN
No. The lions. Voltron was once a 
living being and separate from the 
five lions that comprise of him 
now. Ariella wasn’t born into 
royalty.

BEGIN FLASHBACK SEQUENCE

EXT. VILLAGE - NIGHT

Drule soldiers are raiding homes.

INT. COTTAGE - SAME

Ariella, 7, is being held by her mother as the front door 
crashes in. Drule soldiers barge in carrying guns.

Ariella’s mother screams as one of the soldiers grab her.

There is a tussle. Ariella runs past the soldier, crawls 
under the legs of another one and runs out of the house.

EXT. WOODS - CONTINUOUS

Ariella runs through brush.

Two Drule soldiers search the area.

LATER
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VILLAGE

Drule vehicles leave.

JUNGLE

Ariella walks through a clearing. She approaches a

CAVE

and crawls inside to the far back.

Ariella pulls her knees up to her chest and wraps her arms 
around her knees.

LATER

Moon light can be seen outside the entrance.

Ariella sits up from the fetal position. She sees a pair of 
lioness eyes looking at her.

Ariella looks to the left of the first lioness and sees 
another lioness. To the right stands a third lioness.

The two lioness immediately in front of Ariella move aside as 
a lion, with a fifth lioness immediately behind it, walk 
through the opening to Ariella.

The lion sniffs Ariella. The lion then licks the side of 
Ariella’s face.

Ariella reaches up and pets the lion’s mane.

CORAN (V.O.)
Over the next several years, 
Ariella grew up with the lions. 
Never losing her humanity but 
always knowing she had guardians in 
the lions.

EXT. VALLEY - DAY

Ariella, 12, rides the back of the lion as it runs underneath 
the sun.

The four lioness run behind them.
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EXT. JUNGLE - DAY

The lion brings Ariella, 16, the carcass of a gazelle.

Ariella cooks the carcass over an open camp fire.

Behind Ariella the lions eat on another gazelle.

CORAN (V.O.)
Eventually Voltron was destroyed. 
To revive him, Ariella sacrificed 
her five lions to Arus’s greatest 
scientific minds.

EXT. LABORATORY - DAY

Ariella, 18, hugs each of the five lions and watches as they 
walk into the rear of the 

INT. LABORATORY

The five lions lay in a cage.

A scientist approaches the cage to one of the lioness. He 
opens it and walks in. The lioness lifts its head up.

The scientist removes a syringe from his coat pocket. He 
approaches the lioness and sticks the syringe into the 
lioness’ side.

The lioness head drops. The lioness side goes up and down 
before eventually stopping.

The four lioness and the lion’s carcasses are put onto a 
metal slab and is rolled into a chamber.

MONTAGE - DEAD LIONS TURN TO METALLIC LIONS

-- Scientists remove the hides.

-- Scientists remove skeletons.

-- The skeletons are replaced with metallic frames of black, 
blue, yellow, green and red.

-- The scientists place the new metallic lions into glass 
enclosed cubes.

-- ROARS are heard.

END OF MONTAGE.
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END OF FLASHBACK SEQUENCE

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS GRAND BALLROOM - DAY

CORAN
In the lions’ honor, Ariella 
demanded that this castle be built. 
In doing so, she was appointed 
queen.

Allura turns away from the portrait and looks at Coran.

ALLURA
Whatever happened to Ariella?

CORAN
Why do you ask?

ALLURA
I don’t feel as if she died here. I 
kinda feel her presence but I don’t 
think her life ended on Arus.

CASTLE GUARD #2 enters.

CASTLE GUARD #2
Sire?

Coran turns to face Castle Guard #2.

CORAN
Yes.

CASTLE GUARD #2
You’re needed in the command 
center. It’s an emergency.

Coran nods his head. He looks over at Allura.

CORAN
Will you excuse me Allura?

ALLURA
I would like to come too.

CORAN
Very well.

Coran and Allura follow the guard through
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CASTLE OF LIONS HALLS

to the double doors with the Arusian seal in the middle.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS

Coran sits down at the central panel. On one of the monitors 
in front of him displays the Drule attack fleet.

Allura stands behind Coran.

ALLURA
Those look like the type of ships 
that we attacked when we came in.

CORAN
They are. It’s one of Zarkon’s 
ships leading them.

ALLURA
Zarkon?

CORAN
Zarkon is the king of the Drule 
Empire. He was the one who sent the 
scout team to your planet.

ALLURA
The ones who Voltron was sent to 
earth to stop?

CORAN
Precisely.

Coran punches a few keys on the keyboard. Alarms begin to 
BLARE throughout the castle.

LATER

Keith, Pidge, Lance and Hunk enters. The alarm had stop but 
the emergency lights are still flashing.

KEITH
What’s going on Coran?

CORAN
The Drule have returned.

HUNK
The who?
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PIDGE
It looks like those ships that were 
hovering above Arus when we 
arrived. The ones we fought off.

CORAN
They are.

LANCE
They’re back again?

KEITH
With more fleet ships.

Keith begins walking towards the pod. He stops when he sees 
neither Lance, Pidge or Hunk is following.

HUNK
We can’t form Voltron without Sven.

KEITH
But there is still us four. We have 
a duty as the protectors of this 
planet to protect them.

ALLURA
Keith is right. You all took an 
oath as soldiers. You all agreed 
once you became part of the Voltron
force to be protectors no matter 
the odds.

Coran spins around in his chair. He looks at Hunk, Pidge and 
Lance.

Lance, Hunk and Pidge walk to their respective pods.

INT. MOTHER SHIP - DAY

The city skyline appears in the monitor. Lotor begins to 
smile.

MALE VOICE #2 (V.O.)
We have visual Commander Lotor.

On the monitor approaching from the southeast are the black, 
red, green and yellow lions.

LOTOR
The rumors are true. They’re a lion 
short.

Lotor turns to one of the pilots.
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LOTOR (CONT’D)
Give the signal. Commence Phase 
One.

DRULE PILOT
Yes sir.

The DRULE PILOT adjusts the microphone attached to his 
helmet.

DRULE PILOT (CONT’D)
Attack.

EXT. METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

The mother ship slows. The fleet attack ships fly past it.

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - SAME

HUNK
Here they come.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
We’re gonna have to split up and 
keep moving. We can’t make 
ourselves easy targets for em.

INT. RED LION COCKPIT - SAME

LANCE
I read you loud and clear.

EXT. METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

Red lion dips and flies westward. Several attack ships 
follow.

Yellow lion stops in mid-air, spins, and flies east. Several 
more attack ships chase after it.

Black lion goes high. It flies upward towards the upper 
atmosphere taking attack ships with it.

Green lion flies low.

The mother ship lurches forward.
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Black lion continues its ascent, maneuvering like a corkscrew 
avoiding laser fire. It straightens out and speeds into

SPACE

with the attack ships following close behind.

The black lion turns sharply. It fires missiles; destroying 
the four ships. 

Two other ships dip underneath the smoke and fire on the 
lion.

Black lion swings right and returns fire destroying those two 
ships.

Black lion zips towards the final three ships and forming a 
dagger in its mouth. It slices through the hull of the ships 
as it passes them.

There are multiple explosions behind black lion as it flies 
back towards Arus.

INT. RED LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

Lance looks into the monitor and sees ten attack ships 
tailing. Lance smiles and pushes the control stick further 
down.

EXT. METROPOLIS SKY - SAME

Red lion speeds up.

Red lion flies towards the volcano. Beginning from the bottom 
of the mountain, red lion circles the 

VOLCANO

inching closer with each pass.

With each pass, an attack ship crashes into the rocks.

On the final pass, red lion runs along the volcano. The final 
two ships abruptly explode upon impact against the volcano.

Red lion leaps off the volcano and flies away.
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EXT. METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

Green lion flies circles around the attack ships. The attack 
ships shoot down one another.

Two ships fly head-long into each other causing debris to 
scatter down.

Yellow lion touches down on in the

DESERT

drawing attack ships to it. 

Attack ships circle yellow lion.

Yellow lion suddenly pounces onto the nearest attack ship 
pulling it down to the ground destroying it. 

The other attack ships open fire. Yellow lion flies through 
the circle and bounces off one ship after another.

Yellow lion lands. It runs fifteen yards before taking off.

EXT. METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

The mother ship, along with more attack ships, flies towards 
the skyline.

EXT. METROPOLIS - SAME

Bystanders on the street look up. The mother ship and the 
fleet casts a shadow over the city.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

CORAN (V.O.)
Keith.

KEITH
Yes Coran.

CORAN
The fleet is heading for the city.

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - SAME

HUNK
Sven!
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INT. RED LION COCKPIT - SAME

LANCE
Princess Romelle.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
We’re on our way.

EXT. SKIES OVER PLANET ARUS - SAME

Black lion zips towards the skyline.

INT. ARUSIAN HOSPITAL BEDROOM - DAY

Sven and Romelle are laughing when it gets darker. Sven and 
Romelle look at each other.

GUARD #2 enters.

GUARD #2
We need to evacuate Princess.

ROMELLE
What’s going on?

Guard #2 doesn’t reply.

Romelle gets up out of her chair and walks to the window.

Fleet ships flies by the window. Approaching from the west, 
Romelle sees the mother ship.

INT. MOTHER SHIP - DAY

CAPTAIN #1
We’re here Commander Lotor.

Lotor nods. He signals to CAPTAIN #1.

Captain #1 returns the nod.

Into the microphone:

CAPTAIN #1 (CONT’D)
Fire at will.
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EXT. METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

The fleet attack ships begin firing down onto the city.

Civilians run for cover. A lot are shot down in their steps.

Vehicles explode on the street. Buildings are shot through.

Black, yellow, red and green lions fly into the city.

INT. RED LION COCKPIT - SAME

LANCE
It’s like the invasion on earth all 
over again.

EXT. METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

The mother ship fires a cannon at green lion.

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - SAME

HUNK
Pidge look out!

EXT. METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

The blast from the mother ship connects with green lion’s 
muzzle whip lashing it backwards. Green lion falls.

Yellow lion flies after green. Yellow opens its jaws. It 
clamps shut missing green’s tail by inches.

Green lion crashes to 

LAND

Yellow lion touches down beside it.

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - SAME

HUNK
Pidge? Are you okay? Pidge? Can you 
read me?
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EXT. LAND - CONTINUOUS

Red and black lions land alongside of green.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
Pidge?

Keith presses buttons on the instrument panel.

EXT. LAND - SAME

Red lion looks up at the mother ship. Its cannon is pointed 
directly at them.

LANCE (V.O.)
Guys.

Both yellow and black lion look up at the mother ship just as 
the cannon fires.

The three lions leap into the air. Black, yellow and red 
lions are thrown backwards.

Green lion rises from off of the ground from the blast and 
goes rolling across the terrain.

Black, yellow and red lions crash down. They roll over onto 
their legs.

Black lion shakes its head. It then ROARS.

The mother ship points the cannon towards the lions.

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT

HUNK
We can’t take too many more blasts 
like that.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
You two get Pidge and go back to 
the castle.
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INT. RED LION COCKPIT - SAME

LANCE
I’m not leaving you.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
It’s an order damnit.

EXT. LAND - CONTINUOUS

Both red and yellow lions grab green in their jaws. They lift 
it up and fly away.

Black lion stares up at the mother ship.

The mother ship, which has its cannon still drawn, spins 
around to the building to its right.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
No. Not the hospital. No!

EXT. METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

The mother ship fires. The blast creates a crater into the 
side of the hospital.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

Keith drops his head into his hands. Composing himself, he 
pulls upward on the control stick.

EXT. LAND - CONTINUOUS

The black lion takes off and flies away.

METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

The mother ship spins the cannon to its left. It blows a hole 
into the building.

The mother ship hovers on.
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INT. CAPITAL BUILDING - DAY

Debris is falling in around councilmen and councilwomen as 
they scramble around.

The front doors explodes. Lotor enters.

LOTOR
Ladies and gentlemen of Arus. I 
proclaim this planet in the name of 
Lord Lotor.

Drule soldiers storm inside pointing weapons into the faces 
of the councilmen.

COUNCILMAN
Why us? It’s the castle you seek.

Lotor laughs.

LOTOR
And the castle I will have. But 
this is only phase one of our 
operations. And besides, I need my 
own castle.

Lotor looks around the main hall.

DRULE SOLDIER
What do we do about the hostages 
Commander Lotor?

LOTOR
Kill em. They are of no use to me.

The Drule soldiers fire onto the councilmen killing them 
execution style.

Lotor turns to a Drule captain.

LOTOR (CONT’D)
Begin phase two.

DRULE CAPTAIN
Yes sir Commander.

EXT. CAPITAL BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

A hatch underneath the mother ship lowers to the ground.

Four large tanks roll out of the mother ship.

The mother ship ascends. The attack ships follow.
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METROPOLIS

The four tanks rumble through the streets crushing everything 
in their path.

INT. SUITE HALLWAY - DAY

Hunk, Lance, Keith, Allura and Coran stand outside of Pidge’s 
room. The room door opens and nurses exits.

Lance, Allura, Keith, Hunk and Coran all look at one another. 
Hunk begins walking towards the open door.

Lance, Keith, Allura and Coran follow.

PIDGE’S ROOM

Hunk looks in.

Pidge is sitting up in the bed with a bandage wrapped around 
his head. Pidge looks up.

PIDGE
They sent the wrong person in to 
deliver food.

Hunk goes over to the bed and raises his fist at Pidge. He 
then nudges his jaw.

Lance, Keith, Allura and Coran laugh behind them.

ALLURA
If we needed to know if Pidge was 
okay, we just got our answer.

Allura, Coran, Lance and Keith walk up to the bed.

KEITH
Are you alright?

PIDGE
Just bruised. I think I suffered a 
concussion too.

Pidge rubs the bandaged spot of his head.

LANCE
It looked bad.

Pidge looks at Coran.
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PIDGE
How much damage did green take?

CORAN
Minimal. It appears, like you 
Master Pidge, that green is very 
tough.

Keith looks at Coran.

KEITH
What are we gonna do about the 
city?

LANCE
Whateva it is, it needs to involve 
blowing that muthafucker out of the 
universe. For Romelle and Sven.

PIDGE
Romelle? Sven? What happened to 
them?

Lance, Keith, Allura and Hunk look at one another.

KEITH
(softly)

I saw the Drules blow up the 
hospital.

PIDGE
Sven and Romelle are dead?

HUNK
We don’t know that.

LANCE
Keith said it himself. He saw hole 
get blown into the hospital.

HUNK
That doesn’t mean they didn’t 
survive. Tell em Coran.

CORAN
Yes. That is a possibility.

Keith, Lance, Hunk, Allura, Pidge and Coran become silent.

BEGIN DREAM SEQUENCE - ARIELLA REACHES OUT TO ALLURA
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EXT. PLAIN - SUN SET

A lion and four lioness are running. In the foreground is the

CASTLE OF LIONS

where Ariella is standing on the balcony.

Ariella outstretches her arms and begins to elevate. 

As Ariella rises, the lions slow to a stop and watches her 
reach her apex.

Ariella is wearing traditional royal Aztec attire.

ARIELLA (V.O.)
Allura.

END OF DREAM SEQUENCE

INT. ALLURA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Allura gets out of bed. She turns on a candle. Allura walks 
out of her room and into the

SUITE HALLWAY

the candle illuminating the darkness. Allura exits.

Allura walks down the 

STAIRWAY

the candle light brightening a trail for Allura.

CASTLE OF LIONS GRAND BALLROOM

Allura lifts the candle up to the portrait of Ariella.

CORAN (O.S.)
Is something wrong Allura?

Allura jumps. She turns around and sees Coran appearing from 
out of the darkness.

Coran is carry a lamp.

Coran walks up to Allura.
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CORAN (CONT’D)
Sorry if I startled you.

ALLURA
No. It’s alright.

Allura turns back towards the portrait.

ALLURA (CONT’D)
I had a dream about Ariella. She 
called my name.

CORAN
Spirits that reside within us often 
speak to us. It’s usually our jobs 
to hear them.

Allura turns to look at Coran.

CORAN (CONT’D)
You asked earlier what happened to 
Queen Ariella. You felt that she 
didn’t parish here. You’re correct. 
She left Arus turning the planet 
over to King Alfor.

BEGIN FLASHBACK SEQUENCE

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - DAY

Ariella and ALFOR, late 20s, are standing in front of the 
monitors.

ALFOR
Zarkon is sending Major Zeppo and a 
fleet of Drule scout ships out of 
our galaxy.

Alfor points to a monitor.

ALFOR (CONT’D)
They’ll soon be out of our radar.

ARIELLA
Where’s he sending them to? Would 
you have an idea Alfor?

ALFOR
There are many galaxies out there 
Queen. It could be anywhere.
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ARIELLA
If it’s Zarkon and Zeppo, where 
ever they’re going it’s not for a 
social party.

ALFOR
I agree my Queen.

Ariella and Alfor stare at the monitor.

ARIELLA
Are we able to track them? Like 
lock onto their coordinates?

ALFOR
Yes your highness.

ARIELLA
Put the coordinates into the lion’s 
systems.

ALFOR
Your highness. Do you think it’s 
wise to allow the lions to follow 
them? To leave Arus vulnerable to 
an attack by Zarkon.

ARIELLA
Voltron isn’t just a protector of 
Arus but Voltron is the defender of 
the universe. If he can protect 
another habitable planet from the 
destruction and pain that the Drule 
Empire causes he should.

Alfor stares at Ariella. Reluctantly, Alfor types onto the 
keyboard.

Ariella nods her head. She then reaches out and grabs Alfor’s 
shoulder.

ARIELLA (CONT’D)
Guard.

The guard approaches.

ARIELLA (CONT’D)
I want you to be witness as I pass 
along the royal assent to Alfor. 
Alfor, as of this moment, you are 
King of Arus.

ALFOR
I don’t understand.
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ARIELLA
I’m going with the lions.

ALFOR
Queen you mustn’t.

ARIELLA
The lions have been my family as 
long as I can remember. I gave them 
away to become the components that 
eventually revived Voltron. The 
lions and I will always be 
together.

ALFOR
Is there anyway to talk you out of 
it?

ARIELLA
Arus is yours now Alfor. Rule over 
it as the king I know you are.

Ariella bows to Alfor. Alfor returns it.

Ariella walks to the pod that leads to black lion.

END OF FLASHBACK SEQUENCE

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS GRAND BALLROOM - NIGHT

CORAN
The lions tracked down the Drule 
Empire to your galaxy. They landed 
on Earth preparing themselves for 
the day that the Drules would 
launch their attack.

ALLURA
The legend written in our texts. 
The legend about five guardian 
lions. About Voltron. It was passed 
down by Ariella?

CORAN
Yes.

Allura looks up at the portrait.

QUICK FLASHBACK

The Aztec inspired columns in the main foyer.
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BACK TO SCENE

ALLURA
Ariella is my great, great, great 
grandmother.

CORAN
I knew it the moment I first saw 
you princess Allura. Then when I 
saw you here in front of the 
portrait, there was no mistaken it. 
In essence princess Allura, you’ve 
returned home. Ariella brought you 
back.

INT. HAGGAR’S CHAMBER - NIGHT

The elevator door opens. Zarkon enters.

ZARKON
Haggar.

Haggar walks out from her sleeping quarters carry Coba.

ZARKON (CONT’D)
Have you seen what my son was able 
to do? Lotor has completely 
crippled Arus’s infrastructure.

HAGGAR
Yes. I’m aware of prince Lotor’s 
doings on Arus.

Zarkon smiles.

ZARKON
I’ve taught my son well.

Haggar laughs.

HAGGAR
You’re really going to take credit 
for that?

Zarkon frowns.

ZARKON
He’s my son. Everything he’s 
learned he’s learned from me. That 
is my army he captured Arus with.
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HAGGAR
It has also been that same army in 
which you’ve failed with.

Zarkon raises a hand towards Haggar.

Haggar doesn’t move.

Coba hisses.

Zarkon lowers his hand.

ZARKON
No matter. The planet is ours for 
the taking.

Zarkon closes his eyes. Drool runs down from the corner of 
his mouth. Zarkon licks it.

HAGGAR
It will be best for your arrival 
that you’ll take part in your 
treatment.

Zarkon looks at her.

ZARKON
Yes. Yes of course. Make 
preparations.

Zarkon turns and walks towards the elevator door. The door 
opens and Zarkon steps in.

The elevator door closes behind him.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS HALLWAY - DAY

Keith stops an aide. He speaks unheard words to her. The aide 
points towards a narrow causeway.

Keith nods his head and pats the aide on the shoulder.

Keith walks through the causeway and underneath an arch onto 
the

EXT. BALCONY

where Allura is leaning against the balustrade.
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ALLURA
Do you see that Keith? The smoke in 
the horizon? It’s from those Drule 
tanks.

Allura points. Keith looks in that direction and sees in the 
distance the tops of dark-colored metal tanks.

ALLURA (CONT’D)
They’re destroying this beautiful 
planet and the people can’t do 
anything. They’re helpless.

Keith continues looking out over the land.

ALLURA (CONT’D)
They need hope. They need Voltron.

KEITH
How? Without Sven who’s gonna pilot 
the blue lion?

ALLURA
I can.

Keith stares at Allura.

KEITH
No.

ALLURA
What do you mean no?

KEITH
I can’t let you do that Allura. You 
have no flight experience and it’s 
too dangerous.

ALLURA
Look out there Keith. Look!

Allura points towards the Drule tanks.

ALLURA (CONT’D)
The people are suffering. Dying.

Allura makes eye contact with Keith.

ALLURA (CONT’D)
I can’t let my home become ruins. 
Someone’s gotta take Sven’s place 
and that’ll be me.

Allura begins walking back towards the castle.
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KEITH
Allura.

Allura turns around. Keith walks up to her.

KEITH (CONT’D)
I’m not gonna stop you.

Allura smiles. She hugs Keith.

Keith and Allura stare into each other’s eyes. They kiss.

INT. CASTLE OF DOOM BASEMENT - NIGHT

Zarkon enters bare-chested and wearing shorts. He approaches 
the liquid-filled cylinder tank sitting in the middle of the 
room.

Coba meows from a corner. It jogs around the edge of the 
room.

Haggar approaches wearing her apron.

Zarkon gets into the tank standing up inside the liquid.

ZARKON
Your son will live forever.

Haggar pulls out a vial from out of her apron’s pouch. She 
pours it into the tank.

Zarkon completely submerges himself.

Haggar removes the syringe from her apron’s pouch. She 
reaches down into the tank and grabs Zarkon.

Zarkon opens his eyes and sees the syringe. He struggles to 
stand up.

Haggar holds him under.

Zarkon fights harder.

With her free hand, Haggar jabs the syringe into Zarkon’s 
arm. She squeezes out the contents.

Haggar continues to hold Zarkon.

Zarkon continues to fight.

Zarkon stops thrashing and goes limp.
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Haggar lets Zarkon go. Zarkon’s body begins floating in the 
liquid.

Haggar puts the syringe back inside her apron and wipes her 
hand across it.

Haggar turns and walks away.

Coba trots up to Haggar. Haggar reaches down and picks the 
cat up.

Haggar pets Coba as she exits.

In the tank, Zarkon’s body float motionless.

MONTAGE - ALLURA LEARNS TO FLY

-- INT. BLUE LION COCKPIT -- Allura is sitting in the pilot’s 
chair. Keith is standing over her right shoulder.

-- INT. BLUE LION COCKPIT -- Keith points to different 
buttons on the instrument panel. Allura nods her head.

-- INT. BLUE LION COCKPIT -- Allura pulls and moves the 
control column. Keith nods his head behind her.

END MONTAGE.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS BUNKER - DAY

Keith and Allura are lowered down by a hydraulic lift.

HUNK
Whatcha think?

Keith looks over at Allura who looks at him.

KEITH
We’ll never know until we go live.

Pidge types into the computer.

The blue lion lays down flat.

A large blast door opens. The conveyor belt that blue lion is 
laying on begins moving it towards the blast door. It 
disappears beyond it.

The blast door closes behind it.
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PIDGE
We now have both green and blue 
operational again.

Pidge looks over to the scientist beside him. The two shake 
hands.

The bandage is gone from off of Pidge’s head. He gets up from 
behind the desk.

LANCE
I still don’t like the idea of 
Allura flying with us without 
experience.

ALLURA
Are you saying women can’t fly?

LANCE
I’m saying all untrained 
individuals can’t fly.

KEITH
She’s all we have. We’re gonna to 
have to trust her.

Hunk, Lance, Keith, Allura and Pidge begin walking towards 
the elevator.

ALLURA
I’m a big girl. I believe I can 
handle myself.

Hunk, Allura, Lance, Pidge and Keith stand on the elevator 
platform as it rises.

The castle alarms begin to blare.

LANCE
We’re about to see.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - DAY

Keith, Lance, Allura, Hunk and Pidge enter. Coran is sitting 
in front the monitors.

On the screen are the Drule tanks.

Coran moves the microphone closer to his mouth.

CORAN
We have a code four. I repeat. Code 
four.
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INT. CASTLE OF LIONS HALLS - SAME

Soldiers are scrambling.

The soldiers enter into secret panels within the walls.

AMMUNITION ROOM

A soldier sit down at the gun turret. A second soldier stand 
next to the ammunition.

A small panel open in front of them. The soldier swings the 
gun turret outward.

EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - CONTINUOUS

Gun turrets are pointed towards the three approaching Drule 
tanks.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - SAME

HUNK
Whoa. The castle serves as a fort?

CORAN
Among other things. Voltron can’t 
always defend us.

KEITH
He can now.

Keith turns to Allura.

KEITH (CONT’D)
Are you okay? Are you ready?

Allura nods her head.

Lance motions to Allura.

LANCE
After you.

Allura goes through the door disappearing inside the pod.

Keith, Lance, Pidge and Hunk follow.
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EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - CONTINUOUS

Three four story and half high, twenty-yard long metallic 
tanks stop at the front of the castle with cannon drawn.

From the east of the tanks, a spinning laser blade slices 
through the cannon of the first tank.

The cannon explodes at the staff.

From the castle, black lion zips into the air. Black lion 
does an arc and lands on top of the second tank.

Black lion clamps down on to the shell of the tank with its 
jaws and begin ripping it.

Yellow lion appears from the east. It begins shooting at the 
first tank. The tank explodes.

The third tank fires.

The red lion shoots fire from its mouth exploding the cannon 
fire before it’s able to reach the castle.

Green lion flies down onto the cannon of the third tank. 
Green lion swings around the cannon until it breaks loose 
from the tank in an explosive pop.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
Coran give the signal.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - SAME

CORAN
Fire at will.

EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - SAME

The gun turrets fire onto the tanks.

Black, red, yellow and green lions move out of the way of the 
gun fire.

Blue lion nose dives down towards the middle tank. It claws 
it, then trips to the ground.

Blue lion stands up and trots to the other lions.
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INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - SAME

HUNK
You’ve made it ... late.

INT. BLUE LION COCKPIT - SAME

ALLURA
Sorry. Flying this thing isn’t as 
easy as I thought.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
The important thing is that you got 
here.

EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - SAME

Black, blue, yellow, red and green lions watch as the 
ammunition rain down onto the tanks.

One by one, the Drule tanks explode.

INT. CAPITAL BUILDING - DAY

The Drule Captain walks through the lobby to the elevator. 
The elevator door opens. The Drule Captain steps inside and 
the door close.

EXT. CAPITAL BUILDING ROOF - CONTINUOUS

The Drule Captain steps off of the elevator and approaches 
Lotor who is standing near the ledge.

DRULE CAPTAIN
Lord Lotor. The tanks have failed. 
The castle’s defense, with the help 
of those lions, destroyed them.

LOTOR
I’m beginning to understand why my 
father hated those damn lions. He 
absolutely despise Voltron.

DRULE CAPTAIN
What are we gonna do now my Lord?

Lotor looks up.
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METROPOLIS SKY

A coffin shaped air craft is approaching.

CAPITAL BUILDING ROOF - SAME

LOTOR
Our final phase of this mission has 
arrived. My father wanted to rid 
Voltron forever.

Lotor turns around to the Drule Captain.

LOTOR (CONT’D)
Here’s his chance.

METROPOLIS SKY - SAME

The coffin-ship flies away.

CAPITAL BUILDING ROOF - SAME

Lotor and the Drule Captain gets on the elevator.

INT. CAPITAL BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

In the lobby, Lotor and the Drule Captain steps over dead 
bodies. Lotor and the Drule Captain exits through the rear.

EXT. CAPITAL BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

Lotor and the Drule Captain walk up the entrance plank of an 
awaiting transport ship.

The transport lifts off.

INT. DRULE TRANSPORT SHIP - CONTINUOUS

DRULE CAPTAIN
Back to Planet Doom my Lord?

LOTOR
No. Follow the coffin.
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EXT. RUIN VILLAGE - DAY

The coffin-ship lands. In the distance, the spires of the 
Castle of Lions can be seen.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

CORAN (V.O.)
Keith.

KEITH
Yes Coran.

CORAN (V.O.)
A robeast has landed due north of 
your location.

KEITH
We’re on it.

EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - SAME

All five lions turn their heads north. One by one, each begin 
to run.

EXT. RUIN VILLAGE - SAME

The lid of the coffin slides off.

Hands grab onto the side of the coffin gripping it tightly. 
Robeast Zarkon sits up.

Robeast Zarkon looks down at its hands. It feels its face and 
then pats itself down.

Robeast Zarkon screams.

INT. DRULE TRANSPORT SHIP - SAME

DRULE CAPTAIN
Is that?

Lotor smiles.

LOTOR
Yes. It’s your king.
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EXT. RUIN VILLAGE - SAME

Robeast Zarkon steps out of the coffin. It looks up at the 
ship hovering above it. It looks down at the coffin.

Robeast Zarkon grabs the coffin. It looks back up at the 
ship.

INT. DRULE TRANSPORT SHIP - SAME

DRULE CAPTAIN
King Zarkon is gonna throw that at 
us.

LOTOR
Turn the cannon down on him you 
idiot.

ARUS SKY - SAME

The bottom front of the transport ship opens. A cannon flips 
out.

EXT. RUIN VILLAGE - SAME

A dust cloud appears in the horizon. 

Robeast Zarkon turns around.

Red, black, yellow, green and blue lions are sprinting 
towards it.

INT. CASTLE OF LIONS COMMAND CENTER - SAME

Coran continues to sit at the monitors.

CORAN
It’s Zarkon.

LANCE (V.O.)
Who?

CORAN
Zarkon. He’s the king of the Drule 
Empire. He’s been transformed into 
a robeast.
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EXT. RUIN VILLAGE - SAME

Robeast Zarkon throws the coffin towards the charging lions.

Green lion leaps into the air. The coffin goes crashing 
against the terrain bouncing off behind them.

Green lion lands on its feet and continues running.

Blue lion leaps up away from the pack.

Robeast Zarkon snatches the lion out of the air. It holds 
blue lion by its neck. Blue lion’s legs thrash towards it.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
Allura!

INT. YELLOW LION COCKPIT - SAME

HUNK
I get her.

EXT. RUIN VILLAGE - SAME

Yellow lion leaps into the air.

With its free hand, Robeast Zarkon snatches yellow from out 
of the air by the back of its neck.

Green, red and black lions all leap towards Robeast Zarkon.

Using yellow and blue lions like shields, Robeast Zarkon 
knocks each lion away one by one.

Robeast Zarkon knocks blue and yellow lions together twice. 
Robeast Zarkon throws blue and yellow lions.

Blue and yellow lions bounce off of the ground.

Black, red and green lions stand up and shake their heads.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - SAME

KEITH
Allura? Hunk? Do you copy?

HUNK (V.O.)
That hurt.
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EXT.  RUIN VILLAGE - SAME

Yellow lion stands up. It approaches blue lion.

INT. BLACK/RED/YELLOW/GREEN LIONS COCKPIT - SAME

ALLURA (V.O.)
If this is your form of hazing, 
y’all suck.

EXT. RUIN VILLAGE - SAME

Blue lion stands up. It rocks and then steadies itself.

All five lions turn around to look at Robeast Zarkon which is 
staring back.

All five lions take off into the air.

INT. BLACK LION COCKPIT - CONTINUOUS

KEITH
Ready to form Voltron. Activate 
interlock.

Keith grabs and turns a handle next to the footwell.

KEITH (CONT’D)
Dynatherms connected, infracells
up, megathrusthers are go.

EXT. ARUS SKY - SAME

where an electromagnetic energy draws the lions into 
formation automatically.

Connected by a web of electromagnetic waves, the lions fly 
into a triangle with the black lion at the top, followed by 
red lion to the right and green lion to the left.

The blue lion is at the bottom right and the yellow lion are 
at bottom left.

The blue, red, yellow and green lions draw their legs into 
their bodies. The black lion’s forelegs rotates to its back 
while its hind legs dangle.

The muzzles of both the blue and yellow lions bend outwards. 
They slide onto the dangling legs of black lion forming feet 
and legs.
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The electromagnetic pull draws the red and green lions into 
slots left by the black lion’s forelegs to form arms and 
body.

Voltron’s head appears from the mouth of the black lion.

Voltron floats down to the

RUIN VILLAGE

in front of Robeast Zarkon.

Robeast Zarkon roars.

Robeast Zarkon charges Voltron. Voltron puts up its arms in a 
protective posture.

Robeast Zarkon scoops up Voltron and body slams it to the 
ground. Robeast Zarkon pins Voltron’s arms to the ground and 
head butts it twice.

Voltron tries to lift its arms. Robeast Zarkon slams them 
back down to the ground.

The middle of Voltron’s chest begins to glow. A small Electro
Force Cross shoots up into Robeast Zarkon’s face.

Robeast Zarkon lets go of Voltron’s arms and begins rubbing 
its eyes.

Voltron hits Robeast Zarkon with a right cross and then a 
left cross. Robeast Zarkon stumbles to the side.

Robeast Zarkon takes a hard step and upper cuts Voltron
sending its head backwards.

Robeast Zarkon elbows Voltron in the back of its head sending 
it down to one knee.

Robeast Zarkon clasps its hands together. It lifts them up.

A small electronic surge emits from Voltron’s body. Voltron
lifts up its hands and a nunchaku forms.

Voltron wraps the nunchaku around Robeast Zarkon’s wrists.

Voltron pulls Robeast Zarkon’s arms behind its head. Voltron
spins to face Robeast Zarkon’s back and kicks it in the lower 
back.

Robeast Zarkon tumbles forward. It breaks free from the 
nunchaku. It turns around to face Voltron.
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Voltron claps its hands together causing an electromagnetic 
charge. As its hands come away from each other, a sword forms 
from the electromagnetic energy.

The sword solidifying in Voltron’s right hand. 

Voltron swings the sword.

Robeast Zarkon catches it between his hands. Robeast Zarkon 
quickly grabs Voltron’s wrists turning the sword towards the 
ground.

Robeast Zarkon picks Voltron up and slams it to the ground.

The sword bangs against the ground.

Robeast Zarkon grabs the sword. It then places a knee onto 
Voltron’s chest. It then holds the sword’s blade against 
Voltron’s neck.

The laser cannon fires from the Drule transport ship. The 
shot goes just beyond Robeast Zarkon’s head.

INT. DRULE TRANSPORT SHIP - SAME

The Drule Captain turns around. Lotor is standing over the 
gun controls.

Lotor looks down at the Drule Captain.

EXT. RUIN VILLAGE - SAME

Robeast Zarkon turns around and stares at the transport ship.

Voltron reaches up with its right hand and grabs Robeast
Zarkon around its neck.

Voltron rises. It chokes Robeast Zarkon as it lifts Robeast
Zarkon up.

With its left hand, Voltron takes the sword out of Robeast
Zarkon’s hand.

Voltron shoves Robeast Zarkon backwards. In one fluid motion, 
Voltron slices through Robeast Zarkon twice.

Robeast Zarkon splits into fours. Blood spews everywhere.

Robeast Zarkon’s head, which is still attached to its 
shoulder by its neck, stares upward.
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In the Robeast Zarkon’s eyes, the reflection of the transport 
ships is ascending.

Voltron turns around and looks skyward.

The sword blade drips droplets of blood to the terrain.

ARUS SKY

The Drule transport ship continues ascending.

EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - DAY

Soldiers stand outside cheering as the five lions approach.

Red, black, blue, yellow and green stop in front of the door. 
The five lions bow their heads. All five lions sit in unison.

Black, red, yellow, blue and green lions drop their heads to 
the ground and open their mouths.

Keith, Allura, Lance, Pidge and Hunk exit their respective 
lions.

Black, red, yellow, blue and green lions raise their heads 
back up.

Coran approaches. He reaches his hand out and he and Keith 
shake hands.

CORAN
Well done lion pilots. Well done.

Coran goes down the line. He shakes everyone hands.

Lance looks over at Allura.

LANCE
You did great Allura.

ALLURA
Thank you Lance.

HUNK
The celebration just isn’t the same 
without Sven.

PIDGE
This victory was for him.

In the distance to the right of castle movement can be seen 
from the ground.
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Lance points to the movement.

LANCE
What’s that Coran?

Coran turns around. Hunk, Pidge, Allura and Keith look in 
that direction.

CORAN
Someone is trying to exit the 
tunnels.

Hunk starts running. Pidge follows. Lance, Coran, Keith and 
Allura follow.

Hunk kicks at the lock until it breaks. He throws open the 
door and looks upon the steps. Beyond that is darkness.

Hunk reaches down and fingers wrap around his hand.

Hunk pulls up a soot-faced Romelle.

Pidge stops behind Hunk’s right shoulder.

PIDGE
Romelle!

Lance and Keith each grab Romelle underneath an arm and helps 
her up out of the tunnel.

ROMELLE
Help get Sven up the latter. His 
arm is still in the sling.

HUNK
Sven!

Hunk goes down the latter. Pidge follows behind him.

Lance is kneeling down next to Romelle.

LANCE
We thought you died.

ROMELLE
I don’t parish that easy.

Romelle, lying on the ground, forces a smile.

Pidge exits the tunnel first. He is pulling Sven with Hunk 
pushing Sven from behind.

Once Pidge, Hunk and Sven are above ground, both Pidge and 
Hunk slowly lowers Sven to the ground.
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SVEN
That’s a hellva walk.

Sven smiles. He grimaces.

KEITH
Walk?

ROMELLE
Yes Keith. Remember what I said? 
The electrical lines run 
underground. Obviously, there has 
to be maintenance tunnels.

Coran smiles.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
I saw the Drule ship’s cannon turn 
towards the hospital. Sven ...

Romelle looks over at Sven.

BEGIN FLASHBACK SEQUENCE

INT. ARUSIAN HOSPITAL BEDROOM - DAY

Romelle is staring out of the window. She is staring at the 
barrel of the mother ship’s cannon.

The inside of the cannon begins to glow.

Sven leaps out of the bed. He wraps his arms around Romelle 
in a bear hug just as the cannon fires.

Sven, holding Romelle against his body, jumps backwards just 
as the blast blows through the building. The blast launches 
Sven and Romelle backwards.

ARUSIAN HOSPITAL HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Sven and Romelle crash against a wall as debris rain down 
onto them.

METROPOLIS SKY - CONTINUOUS

The mother ship flies away.
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ARUSIAN HOSPITAL HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Romelle rises from underneath the rubble. She moves debris 
off of Sven and sits him up.

ROMELLE
Are you okay?

Sven nods his head. He grimaces.

Sven and Romelle look over at the missing hospital wall.

Romelle begins standing lifting Sven up with her.

ROMELLE (CONT’D)
Come on.

Romelle grabs Sven’s hand. She leads him through the hallway 
along the wall. Romelle leads Sven through a door and into an 
empty

STAIRWELL

where they begin descending the stairs. Lights flicker on and 
off above them.

At the bottom floor, Romelle stops at the door to their 
right. Across the door in bold text reads:

“THIS IS NOT AN EXIT”

Romelle opens the door. She leads Sven into darkness.

MAINTENANCE TUNNELS - CONTINUOUS

Sporadic POPPING comes from overhead.

SVEN
Where is this?

Strobe lights are turned on.

Sven and Romelle are standing on a metal landing.

Six inch thick pipping are running along the walls in rows of 
fifty.

END OF FLASHBACK SEQUENCE
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EXT. CASTLE OF LIONS - DAY

SVEN
We walked underground all the way 
here.

ROMELLE
I’m not going to take any of the 
credit. Sven was courageous through 
the entire ordeal even with his 
ribs wrapped.

Romelle looks over at Sven who is laying on his side. They 
both smile at one another.

Hunk looks down at his feet. 

Four albino mice scurry pass. 

Hunk screams.

LANCE
What’s wrong with you?

HUNK
Some damn mice just ran by.

Pidge, Lance, Keith and Allura look down. The four mice 
scurry over to Romelle.

Romelle laughs. The mice crawl up her arm.

ROMELLE
They are Chitter, Chedder, Inky and 
Suki. How you guys get out?

CORAN
They’ve been Romelle’s pets for 
years.

The four mice sit on Romelle’s shoulder.

Allura wraps her arm around Keith. Keith looks down at her.

Allura and Keith stare into each other’s eyes.

Pidge kneels next to Sven.

Hunk and Lance turn around. Smoke from the destroyed tanks 
continue to plum upwards.
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INT. CASTLE OF DOOM THRONE ROOM - NIGHT

Haggar enters walking with a cane. Lotor is sitting on the 
throne with Zarkon’s crown in his lap.

Lotor speaks without looking up

LOTOR
Everything went according to plan.

HAGGAR
Yes.

LOTOR
Father would have never 
relinquished the throne over to me. 
You did well grandmamma. You did 
well.

Lotor places the crown on his head.

Haggar kneels against her cane.

HAGGAR
My king.

THE END.
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